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Wordcloud poll

What is the most important issue to discuss
today?
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Multiple-choice poll

"Regarding Mobility & Transportation, to
achieve Chicago's Carbon & Equity Goals, a
critical obstacle to overcome is..."
(1/2)

0 4 7

"Ensuring that electric vehicle charging stations reach
communities with historical disinvestment, low mobility, and poor
air quality." - Erin Aleman, Chicago Metropolitan Agency for
Planning

34 %

"Enabling an energy price structure that accounts for 'real-time'
emissions signals and grid congestion that can be utilized for
smart EV charging, starting with public and private fleets such as
the CTA." - Mark Braby, Itron

11 %

"The pressure to be efficient above all else." - Leah Mooney,
Chicago Transit Authority

38 %



Multiple-choice poll

"Regarding Mobility & Transportation, to
achieve Chicago's Carbon & Equity Goals, a
critical obstacle to overcome is..."
(2/2)

0 4 7

"Let’s change zoning to improve equity, resiliency, health &
economy." - Roberto Requejo, Elevated Chicago, eTOD

17 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (1/3)

Did the 20Q4 Mobility & Transportation Task
Force achieve its 12 month goal?

0 4 2

Yes
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No
2 %

Unsure
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Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (2/3)

Did the 21Q1 Critical Infrastructure & Resilience
Task Force achieve its milestone?
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No
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Unsure
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Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (3/3)

Did the 21Q3 Grid Modernization Task Force
achieve its milestone?
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Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/4)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/4)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/3)

0 1 3

HG is the source for energy &

action! Faustina Vincent

Christian: I enjoyed the diversity of

people and perspectives to solve

pressing energy problems.

Tim with ENGIE. I have been looking

for a consortium of intelligent,

passionate people to collaborate

with on big challenges… and I found

it with AEG Chicago.

Engaging, relevant and urgent

action oriented

discussions that were well

facilitated.

I recommend participating in every

opportunity available. Engaging,

empowering and equity. Great for

the city of chicago and the planet.

Lively and results oriented

discussion with top decision

makers. I always learn so much and

meet amazing people. AEG is



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/3)

0 1 3

actually working to make a

difference in the local energy sector

on both regulatory and

implementation level Matan Meital

.

AEG is the best venue I know to

network with peers and experts,

and work hard on solutions to big

problems

The challenges always inspire and

motivate me to dream bigger and

develop

creative solutions to the

sustainability and resilience issues

we face today.

I enjoyed meeting new people and

brainstorming new ideas to help

create more equitable transit for the

people of Chicago and beyond!

Fantastic forum to brainstorm and

share ideas and solutions to making

systemic change.

Great opportunity to meet with

Brilliant minds on



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/4)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(3/3)

0 1 3

key challenges in our industry. Chris

Ferguson

I learned a lot and am more

motivated to make change!



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/4)

Any suggestions?
0 0 5

More access

More gamification!!! Fantasy energy

league!

.

Please continue these challenges

Keep up the great work.


